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Abstract: To date, limited research has been conducted investigating forest company employee views about corporate social responsibility (CSR). We interviewed 19 employees within two forest companies in Australia. Employees mostly understood CSR as an approach to business not purely focused on financial outcomes, but also addressing social and environmental objectives. Some employees also believed that CSR was an action required for community acceptance of forestry, although many believed CSR would not always be effective in improving acceptance of their company’s practices. Employees believed that not all negative perceptions of forestry practices could be addressed within the scope of their company’s CSR strategy. However, there are opportunities to improve current practice by: a) improving the ability to measure company social license to operate; b) enhancing relationships with a broader range of stakeholders; c) improving collaborations with other forest organisations to address industry social licence to operate issues.
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1 Introduction

There is now increasing pressure for companies to commit to principles of corporate social responsibility (CSR). However, despite substantial work on how to achieve CSR, there is no unified understanding as to what this should constitute in practice (Kuepfer and Papula, 2010). In the context of the forest industry, Vidal and Kozak (2008) assessed company documents, to find that CSR is considered to be on par with socially influenced social, economic, and environmental objectives of sustainability. A company effectively implementing CSR can be considered as ‘operating responsibly’ (Strike et al., 2006), which reflects the social imperatives and consequences of business success (Matten and Moon, 2008). CSR enables companies to manage all aspects of their business that have a potential to impact on society. In the forest industry, this includes social, environmental, and economic impacts of business and therefore managing these impacts can help with CSR objectives. Many companies have now developed specific policy statements in relation to CSR. However, there can be a gap between corporate rhetoric and CSR in action (Robertson and Nicholson, 1996). A company’s commitment to CSR is influenced by employee perceptions. The motivations that managers and other key stakeholders have towards CSR have an impact on the way companies are governed (Matten and Moon, 2008). In order for CSR to be sustaining and effective, it needs to be congruent with the values of company employees (Maon et al., 2009). Use of methods such as assessment of company procedures cannot provide in-depth information about the impacts of CSR in practice (Prieto-Carrón et al., 2006). An effective way to understand why and how CSR is implemented by companies is to explore perceptions of key people influencing CSR (Sharp and Zaidman, 2010). Such information is useful for understanding how companies can improve their practices.

Understanding views employees have towards the CSR concept is essential to improve practice, as employees are the actors responsible for enacting CSR in their daily work lives. Although research has investigated various external influences – such as forest certification (Dare et al., 2011a) – on forest company commitment to CSR, there is limited empirical data exploring the nature of employee views towards CSR within forest companies. Successfully implementing CSR strategies depends largely on employee willingness (Collier and Esteban, 2007). If employees do not believe in the intrinsic value of a certain act or set of principles, they are less likely to be motivated to implement it or it is more likely that commitment will be tokenistic resulting in a tick-the-box exercise (Griffin and Weber, 2006). Managers need to nurture employee commitment to CSR, so the business develops with a CSR culture (Collier and Esteban, 2007; Griffin and Weber, 2006). Previous studies have been undertaken describing managers’ views of CSR (Babiak and Trendafilova, 2011; Lindorff and Peck, 2010; Whitehouse, 2006), but no studies have investigated the forest plantation industry in particular.

Due to contextual differences between the forest sector and other sectors (i.e., socio-political, economic, industry factors and social pressures), we believe empirical data about forest company views is an important contribution to the literature. In particular, this study investigates perceptions of employees of tree plantation companies (companies that plant and manage trees for commercial purposes) within Australia. The Australian forest plantation industry manages a significant area of land, and is subject to significant social pressure, linked to a range of social concerns about whether company practices such as chemical use (Schirmer, 2007), and plantation development have negative impacts on rural communities (Barlow and Cocklin, 2003; Schirmer, 2002). The
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森林部门在文献、媒体（Dare et al., 2011a）和各种利益相关者中受到批评，他们认为森林公司行为不持续或不负责任（Gritten and Mola-Yudego, 2010）。

我们的研究提供了两个澳大利亚森林种植公司如何改进其CSR实践的见解。我们探讨了森林公司员工对CSR的定义及其目的，以及其公司CSR方法的感知局限性。员工的观点提供了识别森林公司如何改进其对CSR承诺的基础。论文的下一部分概述了工作的概念基础。然后我们描述了收集森林公司员工对CSR看法的方法及结果。讨论部分则集中于解释结果以确定两个被调查的森林公司如何改进其CSR实践。

2 概念框架

一个概念框架是通过文献回顾开发的，以识别影响CSR实践的各种因素（见图1）。森林公司受到内部和外部因素的影响，这些因素本身相互联系。外部因素包括公司的社会文化环境（Kamppinen et al., 2008; Vogel, 2005）；以及自愿流程的影响，如森林认证，它可以积极影响公司对CSR的承诺，要求公司遵守旨在聚焦CSR的指导方针以获得认证（Dare et al., 2011a）。在澳大利亚，大约91%的种植面积得到Forest Stewardship Council（FSC）方案或Australian Forestry Standard（AFS）（McDermott et al., 2010）的认证，这表明认证是改变CSR实践的重要外部驱动因素（Dauvergne and Lister, 2010）。其他外部压力包括利益相关者、社会、市场和立法的影响，所有这些都影响到森林公司如何运作。


员工对某些价值观的承诺可以驱使CSR原则的实施。特别是在，个人可能会觉得有尊重利益相关者关切的道德或治理义务，因此会做出CSR的承诺。此外，与公司必须盈利的观点一致（Garriga and Melé, 2004），CSR被证明有助于提升声誉和改善与利益相关者的关系，从而带来更大的业务成功（Porter and Kramer, 2006）。
Community engagement (CE) is included in Figure 1 as a factor that influences CSR. Figure 1 embeds the view that CE is an essential tool for CSR (Dare et al., 2011b). CE is a subset of a company’s CSR activity (Bowen et al., 2010) and is increasingly considered a central component of approaches to CSR (Burchell and Cook, 2006). Central to the CSR construct is that corporations have responsibilities towards their stakeholders (Emtairah et al., 2009), as CSR is considered to be a means to ensure that companies are operating in a manner that contributes to the good of society (Matten and Moon, 2008). CE is not the exclusive domain of social responsibility, but companies should not serve only the interests of themselves. They must be responsive to stakeholder concerns (O’Riordan and Fairbrass, 2008), and CE is used as a means to achieve this (Anguelovski, 2011). CE ranges from less inclusive techniques such as providing information to more participative approaches such as involving stakeholders in decision making (Dare et al., 2011b). It may include a range of stakeholders, and a range of practices.

As we indicate in Figure 1, CSR contributes to a social licence to operate (Panwar et al., 2006). The concept of social licence to operate is based on the premise that businesses should be required to satisfy societal expectations that might well exceed legal requirements (Gunningham et al., 2004; Lynch-Wood and Williamson, 2007). The concept is not based on legal requirements, but on the degree to which a company meets expectations of ‘local communities, the wider society and various constituent groups’ [Gunningham et al., (2004), p.313]. However, if social licence demands are not met, they may become new legal requirements (Gunningham et al., 2004).
3 Methods

Employee perceptions of CSR were explored through interviewing employees of two forest companies located in different regions in Australia. Company B was newly established as new owners had taken over rights of pre-existing forest plantations, although many staff had worked for several years for the company that previously managed these plantations. Company A was located in the Australian island state of Tasmania, while Company B had offices based in both south west Western Australia and the Green Triangle region (south west Victoria and south east South Australia) (Figure 2). Both companies were privately owned and managed more than 15000 hectares of plantations, with plantations harvested and re-established on a rotational basis. One of the companies owned a considerable proportion of plantations established on land leased from landholders. Both companies employed between 10-30 staff (not including contractors) in the forest operations side of their business.

Figure 2 Locations of plantation management areas (see online version for colours)

A qualitative approach was taken to the study. Qualitative research emphasises that reality is context dependent and socially constructed (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). It provides in-depth insight into issues, and does not limit inquiry by imposing predetermined categories of analysis (Patton, 2002). In particular, in-depth interviews with key informants can be used to explore diverse meanings, opinions, and experiences,
and allow investigation of complex behaviours and motivations (Dunn, 2005). These characteristics matched the needs of our study, enabling us to explore the complex, contested, and socially constructed domain of CSR.

Semi-structured interviews (Minichiello et al., 2008) were conducted in 2010. Questions were open-ended to enable employees to express their views in their own words. Company personnel interviewed included at least one member of senior management, middle management and field staff, to ensure that the views held about CSR by staff working at different levels of the company were understood. In accordance with the conventions of qualitative research, the number of people interviewed was not prescribed ahead, but data collection ceased once no new insights were unveiled through fresh data (Charmaz, 2006).

Predefined criteria were used to select employees for interviewing (Patton, 2002). Employees needed to have been employed by their company for a minimum of six months, at least two employees who understood the forest certification guidelines were interviewed, anyone whose primary role was associated with CE was interviewed, and at least one senior manager from both companies was interviewed. Altogether, 19 employees were interviewed: seven people from Company A and 12 people from Company B. Interviews lasted for up to one and a half hours. Interviews were conducted face-to-face with the exception of one which was conducted over the phone. All interviews were recorded with the interviewee’s permission and verbatim transcripts were produced and checked by interviewees before being analysed.

Thematic analysis (Boyatzis, 1998) of interview transcripts was conducted using NVivo Version 8 software. Key themes emerged from the data through an iterative and reflective process of recoding data and using literature to help with analytic interpretations, in accordance with an adaptive theory approach (see Layder, 1998). Descriptive coding was undertaken, becoming more analytic over time (Attride-Stirling, 2001). For example, the code ‘definition of CSR’ containing interviewees’ descriptions of CSR was initially created, but then its content dispersed amongst more interpretive codes such as ‘CSR is being a good corporate citizen’ and ‘How to be a good corporate citizen’. Some codes contained sub-codes or ‘tree branches’ with more specific codes.

4 Results

First we provide an overview of the various meanings employees attached to the concept of CSR. Next we describe employee perceptions of the purpose of CSR and opinions on the impact of CSR on company social licence to operate. Then we describe how employees understood their company to be operating responsibly before discussing employee perceptions of the limitations to CSR.

4.1 What does CSR mean?

We asked employees what they believed CSR means. This is critical to identifying how they internalise and enact CSR in their role as a company representative. Employees provided a range of definitions for CSR, some of which were less descriptive than others, but all implying multiple meanings. This finding is certainly not unique, as other empirical data on employee views also indicates that CSR is considered a multifaceted concept (Lindorff and Peck, 2010; Whitehouse, 2006). In addition, CE was considered a
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part of CSR. Table 1 shows a list of the various meanings of CSR provided by the employees. Most employees understood CSR to be a multifaceted concept. Several of the descriptions provided focused on the idea that CSR is an approach to business that is not purely focused on financial outcomes, but also seeks to address social (i.e., community development) and environmental objectives, something that may involve operating beyond minimum legal compliance.

Table 1  Summary of various definitions of CSR provided by employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Meaning attached to corporate social responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Involves community engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Carrying out business in a way that impacts the community least/and or looking after the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Being a good corporate citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Continuous improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ethical treatment of stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Triple bottom line approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Going beyond legal requirements if necessary in order to be responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Being a good neighbour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Supporting the community e.g. providing jobs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twelve of the 19 employees described CE as being a part of CSR, and all employees believed that CE was important for forest management. Two of these responses are indicative:

“we need to work with our neighbours to understand what sort of concerns they have and also let them have an appreciation of our operations because I think a common understanding and good communication helps enormously in overcoming any issues or some of the issues we might have.” (Interviewee #9, Company A)

“you need to do the community engagement in order to be efficient and have the best sort of practices and that’d be, you know, the likes of your logistics, the likes of your fire fighting, that side of things.” (Interviewee #15, Company B)

One person believed CSR was equivalent to the requirements of obtaining a social license to operate:

“Well, the corporate social responsibility can even be more broader than just your license to operate. Because it can be a broader commitment on behalf of the company, and it can be a whole range of things. It just doesn’t need to be financial; it can be allowing staff appropriate time to be involved with community projects. It can actually mean giving people appropriate time to go and do things, promote the company.” (Interviewee #8, Company B)

CSR was often linked to the concept of community involvement. Fourteen of the 19 employees interviewed specifically mentioned that it was important to be involved in the community at either a company or individual level, and linked this to CSR. In Company A, this participation was formalised via a committee established to coordinate company contributions to community development such as participation in the local Christmas parade, and donations of time and resources to community groups. Company B did not have formal coordination, but employees often commented that their company
was involved in different community initiatives such as working with a local environmental organisation.

4.2 What is the purpose of CSR?

Employees viewed CSR as having multiple purposes. These included enabling a company to be a part of the community or be a ‘good corporate citizen’, behave ethically, operate sustainably and continue to operate in the long term, and listen and respond to stakeholder concerns. All but two Company A employees and five of the 12 Company B employees explicitly described responsible management or CSR as being vital to achieve a social license to operate or, more broadly, social acceptance of the company and its activities:

“corporate social responsibility is what a company does, I guess, to get that social license.” (Interviewee #2, Company A)

“Corporate social responsibility is important to continue to enable a license to operate … I think there’s a role to play – to what extent is perhaps determined by what your business can contribute. So at the end of the day, the community helps your business to work and investing back into the community creates a stronger business. And some of those things don’t necessarily have to be business related.” (Interviewee #17, Company B)

Of the nine employees that did not explicitly state the connection between CSR and social license to operate, four of them believed that CE was a part of CSR and that CE was vital to ensure social acceptability or a social license to operate.

Although employees considered CSR to be important for a social licence to operate, none believed CSR would guarantee a social licence to operate. This is because employees believed issues associated with acceptance of the whole forest industry – not associated with the practices of one single company, but the reputation of the collective – can compromise a social licence to operate in the broader community. Seventeen employees believed issues such as negative reputation of the forest industry and a lack of understanding in the community about their company’s practices may result in opposition towards their company’s practices (further discussed below in Section 4.4.1).

4.3 Do employees believe their company is operating responsibly?

One person from Company A and eight people from Company B did not make an explicit comment about whether they believed their company was operating responsibly overall; while the others explicitly stated that they felt their company was operating responsibly. Eleven employees described achieving forest certification as evidence of responsible management indicating it is viewed as a way of ensuring that an adequate level of CSR is achieved. All employees provided one or more examples of how their company was operating responsibly:

“So you’ve got your industry, then you’ve got your corporate responsibility of things that are just relevant to our company or to our situation and it’s, I suppose, it’s just trying to get that information out there that this is the way we’re doing things – we are responsible, we will take responsibility for our actions, we’re trying to set up procedures and continuous improvement. There will be times when we stuff up, just like everyone, but we are responsible for this area, or for this catchment or for this community, and we will deliver.” (Interviewee #3, Company A)
“And that’s why we have a high regard for – not only from a marketing perspective, but also from a corporate citizen perspective – a high regard for certifications and those certifications encompass all of those very important requirements.” (Interviewee #5, Company B)

Four employees (two from each company) provided examples or implied that their company has operated beyond legal requirements in order to help ensure they were contributing to the local community as well as address stakeholder concerns:

“I think at times you should – although you may not be doing anything wrong or illegal, you may still come under fire from the community and for their perceived ideas about what you should be or shouldn’t be allowed to do. So it’s working through those issues and trying to get an outcome.” (Interviewee #6, Company B)

All employees believed that one avenue for ensuring companies enact CSR is through effective CE. All but one of the employees we interviewed engaged with some external stakeholders including specific groups (such as the local fire protection groups), as well as a range of other stakeholders such as neighbours of tree plantations. In addition, 12 employees (all Company A employees and five out of 12 Company B employees) specifically mentioned their company devoted considerable resources to CE as part of their commitment to responsible forest management:

“So, I think we’re just all trying to ensure that we as a company operate with high integrity in relation to our neighbours and the public at large. So, you know, obviously we’ll talk to councils about school bus routes and do the door knocking on remote roads, and those sorts of things, just to find out who we might be affecting; and we go to all foreseeable lengths to make sure that we’re not missing anyone out of the loop.” (Interviewee #10, Company A)

“we’ve been around all the councils – certainly in … [one area of our operations] and I’ve gotta head across possibly next month and I’m going to see … [a government representative] and the local government in … [our area of operations]. But … I think we’ve got the view that one of the best things you can do is, rather than react to a problem, you’re better-off getting on the front foot and developing a relationship – particularly with local government – right up front.” (Interviewee #11, Company B)

4.4 What are the limitations to the company’s CSR approach?

The two main limitations to CSR identified by employees were:

1. that a commitment to CSR did not necessarily guarantee a social licence to operate in the broader community
2. there are resource limitations, which in particular led to an inability to engage with a broader range of stakeholders.

4.4.1 Does responsible management ensure a social licence to operate?

Six people from Company A and four from Company B stated that despite their company’s efforts to operate responsibly and address multiple stakeholder concerns, it was challenging to ensure all people were accepting of their forest management practices. Sixteen interviewees believed there will always be people who hold negative views about their company or the forest industry in general due to issues such as negative media...
publicity, ideological objections to plantations, and misperceptions about forest activities. Some of these negative perceptions were deemed to be irreversible within the scope of the company’s CSR strategy.

There was widespread acknowledgment that at least some stakeholders had a negative view of the company and its operations. The reasons for these negative views were debated; of 17 employees who discussed the issue, the most common beliefs were that:

- negative media publicity about the forest plantation industry, or the forest industry more generally, led to negative perceptions about the industry (six employees)
- there was a lack of community understanding of the forest plantation industry, and lack of interest in learning about it (12 employees)
- past issues, such as failed Managed Investment Schemes (MISs), resulted in a tarnished reputation (six employees)
- there were misperceptions about the impacts of activities associated with forest plantations (six employees)
- some people held ideological objections towards the forest plantation industry (two employees).

A strong theme in these explanations was that of ‘public misperceptions’. Two Company A employees and three Company B employees believed some stakeholders did not understand the science behind their business management practices; four employees described some stakeholders’ views as being irrational or based on specific political agendas:

“one of the really good arguments is – we might say ‘well look, the World Health Organization said you can have this minuscule percentage of this chemical in water and it’s not going to do you any harm whatsoever’. And they’ll just say ‘well we don’t agree that there should be any – zero’. And that’s just not achievable ... they just think that any detectable amount is unacceptable, so. And you can throw as many papers and scientific reports as you like at those issues and you won’t convince them.” (Interviewee #11, Company B)

Sixteen employees (seven from Company A and nine from Company B) explicitly mentioned that there will always tend to be some opposition to forestry or to their company’s operations due to misunderstanding of their operations:

“Because a lot of people: (a) don’t understand what we do; and (b) misunderstand a lot of the processes and policies we have within our organisation.” (Interviewee #9, Company A)

“It probably doesn’t matter what you’re doing in the community, there’s always going to be somebody that doesn’t agree with what you’re doing, whether it’s from burning, or whether it’s forestry or it’s grazing or what you’re doing. I think quite often it’s probably more of a lack of understanding.” (Interviewee #6, Company B)

In addition, employees believed negative perceptions were linked to media. Some employees believed that the media sometimes focused on reporting negative stories rather than positive ones, and that the media did not necessarily present an accurate representation of community views of how forest companies were operating:
“I mean, everyone knows that the news media love a forest company that’s done something wrong in this state.” (Interviewee #10, Company A)

“one of the issues with media is that they like a stoush [meaning a fight or argument]. So you might have ninety eight percent of the community that’s very comfortable with what you’re doing. But if the other two percent choose to go and talk to their local reporter, and they’ve got a bit of a negative spin to put on what you do, that could create a bit of a conflict, a bit of a story, then most reporters will take that on. So you can’t … always believe what you read in the paper because it doesn’t necessarily reflect the broader community’s view of a particular issue.” (Interviewee #11, Company B)

Despite this widespread recognition of negative perceptions, eight people (four from each company) believed that their company had an adequate social licence to operate in their geographic area of operations. However, understanding if a company had a social licence was usually gauged by way of informal feedback from the stakeholders the employees spoke to in their day-to-day interactions. Some employees believed that many who were opposed to their company or the forest plantation industry generally did not live within the geographic areas of their company’s operation and/or had limited interactions with their company. No one commented that they believed their company did not have adequate social acceptance in the community. However, employees believed the social licence of the forest industry more broadly was compromised by factors outside the direct control of a single forest company.

4.4.2 Are there enough company resources devoted to CSR?

Employees from both companies (five Company A employees and three Company B employees) believed limited resources for conducting CE was a barrier to engaging with a broader audience and hence to achieving CSR. Twelve people described significant limitations in their ability to engage meaningfully with all their stakeholders. In both Company A and B, there was at least one person designated to help coordinate a CE strategy. However, 12 individuals stated there was usually a lack of capacity (time and resources) to interact meaningfully with all stakeholders on a regular basis:

“But, you can’t talk to everyone – it takes a lot of time. We cover a lot of properties and we are broadly spread.” (Interviewee #8, Company B)

In addition, CE that enabled engagement with a broader audience (such as via media) was limited. Twelve employees (four from Company A and eight from Company B) described their company as having a low profile in the community. These employees used descriptions such as ‘under the radar’, ‘low key’, or ‘low profile’ to describe their company’s approach to engaging with the media. These employees believed the company’s CE approach was not about trying to establish a strong local presence through the media. Poor media coverage was limiting the ability for companies to engage with a broader audience. This impacts CSR, as companies have less opportunity to be accountable towards and respond to concerns of a broader range of stakeholders.

Despite these limitations, employees from both Company A and B were generally satisfied with their company’s approach to CE. Fourteen employees stated that there may be opportunities for their company to improve their current CE strategy. However, if improvement meant that considerably more resources – time and money – were to be needed, then this was not always considered viable:
“But, I guess, to use a cliché, at the end of the day if you’re not making a dollar, there’s not going to be any community consultation required because we won’t be here.” (Interviewee #10, Company A)

“I think it’s probably fair to say that we don’t have the resources nor the funds to be quite as – to invest [as the previous company did]. So I think we’ve got to think of cleverer ways of engaging and we’re working through that.” (Interviewee #11, Company B)

5 Implications and discussion

The views of forest company employees were analysed to identify implications for improving CSR strategies in the forest sector. This enabled us to make recommendations to help improve CSR practice in the Australian forest plantation industry.

Employees within both companies attached a range of meanings to the concept of CSR. Some employees, however, provided limited detail regarding what CSR constitutes. This suggests a need to improve employee awareness and understanding of their company’s CSR approach and particularly the linkages between its overall goals and the specific actions they can take to achieve these goals. This will help to enable greater employee recognition and thus greater institutionalisation of CSR. To achieve this, staff needs to be engaged by their company leaders who should provide a clear understanding of how CSR can be enacted within their company. In addition, clear and specific strategies, such as company CE strategies can help to communicate how CSR is to be implemented. However, employees need to behave under the guidance of these in order for them to be effective (Collier and Esteban, 2007). Hence, employees should be engaged in their development and implementation.

CSR was considered essential for achieving a social licence to operate, and as such was considered a way of helping ensure a social licence in the company’s area of operations. However, employees did not believe CSR would necessarily always enable a social licence to operate in the broader community. This was because of the belief that external influences (i.e., media campaigns and anti-plantation activism) resulting in widespread opposition to the plantation industry would always occur irrespective of their actions as employees. The language of the employees suggested a sense of helplessness in relation to these external influences and a sense of injustice with the existence of the perceived misperceptions in the community that they believed resulted from negative campaigns about plantation forestry. In addition, some believed that ‘irrational’ views often prevail irrespective of their efforts, contributing to a sense that their personal efforts to resolve community concern would fail. While not able to be confirmed from our interviews, this sense of powerlessness may in itself reinforce existing conflict, due to an acceptance that some conflicts are unresolvable. This can be addressed via a number of strategies: in particular, improving monitoring of the outcomes of CSR activities to enable positive (or negative) feedback to employees on the consequences of their actions (discussed further below), improving the ability for employees to engage meaningfully with a broader audience, and improving collaboration with other forest organisations to address industry social licence issues. In addition, in cases where significant conflicts exist and stakeholder views are considered irrational, a third party may need to be involved to facilitate engagement between the company and its stakeholders, to help build trust and enable constructive engagement (Dare et al., 2011b).
Both companies were making necessarily subjective judgments about whether they were achieving an adequate social license to operate. Much of this was based on informal avenues of gathering feedback from stakeholders. Employees believed that, regardless of the extent and quality of their CE activities, their company would continue to face opposition from some stakeholders. However, the point at which opposition renders a company’s activities unviable was often subjectively determined. In addition, not all opposition is obvious or evident. For example, while some groups’ opposition may be visible through their protest actions, the concerns of many community members remain unexpressed (Kennedy et al., 2009). Acceptability is time and place specific, which is an evolved response to multiple factors (Wyatt et al., 2011). Both companies should develop better mechanisms to measure a social license to operate and these measures would need to be specific for different contexts. However, developing an effective means to measure a social license is a challenge, as there are a large variety of influencing pressures (Gunningham et al., 2004). Understanding opposition and the associated impact on a social license can be a powerful motivator to encourage a commitment to addressing stakeholder concerns or to encourage companies to address concerns about which they may not have been aware.

Employees often believed that concerns about their activities were associated with the entire plantation industry, rather than their specific company. This can also contribute to a sense of powerlessness in making positive change, as employees may feel their CSR activities are negated by the actions of other companies, plantation activists or negative media publicity, all of which they have limited influence over. This suggests a need to address issues of social license to operate at an industry wide level, using an integrated approach. This may be facilitated through joint mobilisation of resources to enhance industry commitment to CE and CSR and thus help to improve industry reputation (Winn et al., 2008). Greater collaboration will help to empower individual employees to address industry social license to operate issues.

Companies need to be able to prove to their stakeholders that they have achieved an appropriate level of social, environmental, and ethical outcomes (Collier and Esteban, 2007). Some employees pointed out that their company has obtained forest certification, which they said provided evidence that the company they worked for is meeting minimum standards of responsible forest management. Generally, however, public awareness of forest certification standards is lacking (Dare et al., 2011a). Enhanced public reporting and the ability to obtain some form of certification against sustainability criteria do not necessarily translate into increased understanding of forestry businesses in the broader community. Whitehouse (2006) found that the context in which CSR occurred limited the ability to provide stakeholders with sufficient information to evaluate CSR, and therefore meaningfully influence corporate behaviour. CSR strategies can be designed to suit the interests of the company rather than external stakeholders (Whitehouse, 2006). Both companies investigated should make more efforts to engage with a broader range of stakeholders to build support and recognition for the positive impacts of actions such as certification, and to ensure the actions they believe are improving their sustainability and responsibility do in fact address stakeholder concerns.

Many employees believed CE contributed to CSR by enabling effective CE to be responsive to stakeholder concerns. Media can be used as an efficient way of engaging with a wider audience. However, many employees believed their company maintained a low profile in the community and as such were reluctant to engage with the media. Forest management organisations have at times received unwanted scrutiny of their practices in
the media (Dare et al., 2011a). Not being responsive to the media could result in increased scepticism, as criticisms left unrefuted may be interpreted as disregard or contempt for community sentiment. Both companies had limited staff numbers (10–30 staff) in the forest operations side of their business. As such, there was a limited capacity to conduct more widespread and resource intensive engagements such as face-to-face interaction with individuals. Due to resource constraints and their lay-low approach to media engagement, both companies found it difficult to engage with a broader range of stakeholders and respond to media criticism.

As mentioned, current CSR activities do not always reach company stakeholders, as initiatives such as forest certification are not adequately communicated to a broader audience. Companies need to discover ways of promoting meaningful engagement with a broader audience, so employees can take actions to improve their company’s CSR commitments. Companies can engage with a broader audience by improving their relationships with community groups. Some employees mentioned that their company was working with some of their stakeholders such as environmental organisations, which they believed contributed to their company’s CSR activities. Such partnerships are often referred to as strategic partnerships (Mayers and Vermeulen, 2002). Companies could look to expand existing relationships by partnering with more of their stakeholders. An example of a strategic partnership may be improved collaboration with educational institutions, where companies could support events such as public forums or conferences. Entering into such partnerships, companies would need to take into account issues of power and accountability, and ensure mutual agreement, so that one party’s interest does not dominate the partnership and/or take advantage of a situation to profit at the other’s expense (Singleton, 2000). It is also possible for both companies to enter into partnerships with community bodies with a wider state or national constituency. National or state bodies such as a number of community-based non-government organisations (NGOs) have regional subgroups that forest companies could partner with. In addition, alliances between non-profit organisations and corporations can generate social value, as well as improve business performance (Austin, 1998). Improved relations with stakeholder groups can be a source of innovative ideas (Ayuso et al., 2006). However, there are no simple rules for developing or enhancing collaborative relationships, and any partnerships need to be tailored to meet the needs of both partners (Austin, 1998).

6 Conclusions

Exploring employee perceptions helped to indicate how company commitment to CSR can be improved. Employees need to support company CSR initiatives for it to be sustaining and effective within a company. We found that CSR commitments will be enhanced when CSR activities are recognised as essential for the ongoing operation of their company, where, for example, employees realise their commitment to CSR contributes towards a social licence to operate. We found that employees believed CSR by their company had a limited impact on an industry social licence to operate. This may contribute to a sense of powerlessness associated with an ability to address a number of community concerns. However, companies can overcome some of these limitations through better collaborations with other forest organisations. Further, company leadership needs to foster a culture that will enact CSR by engaging their employees in developing better CE strategies (to engage meaningfully with a broader audience) and by improving
the monitoring of their social licence to operate. We believe further research should be conducted to help industry collaborate better to address industry social licence to operate issues. There is more that can be done to improve company commitments to CSR, and substantial change requires all of the forest plantation industry to take CSR seriously.
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1 At the time of data collection a number of MIS forest companies were in receivership and some companies had sold their assets to new owners. MIS companies manage, harvest, and sell timber products on behalf of investors who receive a tax deduction for their investment.